
           

RE:OZMA Info Sheet 

 

 

● Developer: SHIFTRICK Corp. in Based in South Korea     

● Release Date: In 2019 (Coming soon) 

● Platforms: Steam(PC/Mac/Linux) 

● Availability: PC, Mac, Linux  

● Website: http://reozma.com / Developer Website: http://shiftrick.com    

● Steam Store : https://store.steampowered.com/app/932690/REOZMA/  

● Game engine : Unity 3D      

● Resolution & Frame-rate: 1920 x 1080, 40fps 

● Social: Youtube ㅣ Twitter | Facebook ㅣ Reddit   

 

Description 

RE:OZMA: The adventure has begun to find new creature! 

RE:OZMA is a 2D hybrid-Sandbox game :combining 6 game genres: Space strategy,  Simulation, 
Shooting, Rogue-like, RPG, and Platformer. As players explore the planets, they experience a variety 
of game genres, with items and data from each game genre linked to each other, all of which can be 
played together on an online network server.  
  

RE:OZMA features exploration, community, digging, infinite creativity, crafting, building, combat 
with a variety of creatures in a procedurally and randomly generated 2D world.    

The core concept of RE OZMA is ‘autonomy’, ‘fusion’ and ‘entertainment’; it is a game where a 
gamer is finding the meaning of one’s being in the space while raising its character and surviving 
through the unknown world by meeting and connecting with other beings. Based on wide cosmos, 
players become an ‘Alien Creature’ and own a planet, to encounter countless stars randomly, 
develop its planet, ultimately create its own world, and to find a meaning of its existence.     

RE:OZMA provides single and IP plays on fundamentally multi-play environment to maximize the 
‘fun from playing together’. It provides a world chat system where players can randomly meet in 
RE:OZMA Cosmo space, communicate and play with other players in their planet when they are 
online. Also if player wants to, player can Invite friend to the player’s planet.   

 

http://reozma.com/
http://shiftrick.com/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/932690/REOZMA/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZf7TvHLd-97rhFQhzf7i5g
https://twitter.com/REOZMA_GAME
https://www.facebook.com/REOZMA
https://www.reddit.com/r/REOZMA/


           

About RE:OZMA 

-Origin if game name  

RE:OZMA is inspired by the first SETI (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) project. It was 
launched by the US National Radio Astronomy Observatory in 1968. Even in 2019, the ‘Project 
RE:OZMA’is still on going after many trials by lots of scientists for the past several decades. We 
decided to call our game “RE: OZMA”, combining the word “RE” and “OZMA", because we were 
inspired by many people’s entrepreneurial spirit towards project OZMA and its history. 

-Alien,‘another image of us’ 

The first thing we talked about as a company after we were established was that we would like 
to reflect our own image into our game. We wanted to put our unique and freewheeling 
personalities into our game not following the given equation of success from other popular games 
and genres. Moreover, we wanted to create a game that is ‘fun to play together’. Shiftrick 
members, who have been part of ‘organizations’ for a long time, going through several different 
game companies, decided to pioneer their own path outside of the safe boundaries. We thought 
that it might look like an alien (extra-terrestrial intelligence being from another planet) that is 
sailing the lonely cosmos by itself. We thought that our journey of pioneering our own unique path 
not set by others may look like an alien (extra terrestrial intelligence being from other planet) from 
other people’s point of view. Thus, we decided to tell a story of a creature who is all alone in the 
wide cosmos. A story of new adventure, challenge, and journey into our game. 

About Developer   

Sharing the universal language of “fun 
 
Shiftrick (CEO Kyong Yeon Choi) is a new start-up company founded in March, 2018.   

SHIFTRICK is founded in 2018, we are 5 people.  
 
The biggest reason of founding this company starts from a thought of “We only live once”. This 

led me to chase after my dream of establishing a company with these values: “A company where 
you can go in with excitement every day” and “A company where you work with people you like 
and work on what you love”.   

 
Starting members of Shiftrick have an average of 11 years of experience going back to the early 

2000s: from working for a large publishing game company to a game developing company. We have 
been launching and providing service for 15 PC game titles in various countries.  
We have different experiences from game development, QA to service. We felt the possibility and 
potential of the global game market. Also, We wanted to find a dream company looking at the 
members who chase after the ‘fun’ of the game; who find fun in their life through work; who 
proactively focus on work. In addition, we thought to myself going through these experiences that I 
would like to provide cultural content where players from all over the world can play together. Our 
final goal is to share the universal language of “fun” with players and communicate it through fresh 
game contents and great service quality from our years of experience and Know-how from our time 
in the game industry.  
 

-Management Philosophy : ‘Proactive’, ‘joy’ and ‘efficiency 
 There is no “end” in the contents & entertainment industry where we provide joy to people.  

People who create content must continuously think 24/7 and 365 days- until we dream about it. We 

have to give everything from ‘our life’ to focus on it. Moreover, we have to ‘enjoy’ our work first in 

order to give joy to others. Finding the work we want to do and be able to focus on it.  Approaching 

every work efficiently. Respecting each other and working with people who like each other. Because 

of our work, many users enjoy ‘our product and service’. The positive and repetitive cycle of 

Proactive’, ‘joy’ and ‘efficiency ‘is the management philosophy of Shiftrick. 



           

Game Development Philosophy  

There isn’t a ‘given path’ in RE:OZMA. That means, it has high level of freedom and it is a game 
where player create their own playing style. “Player who wants to build a building, who wants to 
defeat the boss, who wants to enjoy the community”. No matter what type of play a player wants 
to try, that will take very important part of the game. There is a way for a player who only wants 
to enjoy the community and quit the game can be powerful within the game. Through different 
buildings, players can upgrade more powerful equipment and receive NPC’s help. Also player can 
create an equipment. No matter which method player use, once they clear the boss, they will 
receive a good treasure box. Player who is good at community will receive high points that can be 
trade into something special that player can’t simply get from buildings or boss. Therefore, if you 
are a user who is ready to play the game depends on players style and preference such as action, 
adventure, community, sandbox and others, they can all be a user of RE:OZMA. But I believe user 
who has will to pioneer their own goal and path by setting their own goal will enjoy RE:OZMA much 
more. 

From start to finish, the ‘User’ is always in the center of Shiftrick’s game development philosophy. 
Shiftrick’s members, who have several years of experience of game development and game service, 
thinks that the game is completed when users play it together and create its new culture and play. 
Since the game that our company is making is from a small game studio and not from a large capital 
with hundreds of developers, we deiced to share our ‘fresh and authentic game’ to users; 
completing the game by connecting and sharing with the users from the start.  
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Contact :Kelly Choi(CEO/Founder)  

press@shiftrick.com   

Phone: (+82)10-9487-4107 

        (+82)2-2104-6596 

B-321-1 70 Dusan-ro, Geumcheon-gu, 

Seoul, South Korea 

[C]www.shiftrick.com          

[G]www.reozma.com  

mailto:press@shiftrick.com
http://www.shiftrick.com/
http://www.reozma.com/

